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AJ^ UMFREdUENTED HJGHWAT

sufficient nicotine to put on the tails of the leeches that would attach
themselves to us during the march.

We reached the terminus at Kalimpong Road at noon, where we
found our ponies and their syces, and a muleteer with two mules. The
muleteer threw up his hands in con^emation at the sight ofour kit and
loudly called for an extra mule, which he did not get, but had to content
himself with a coolie whom he proclaimed as being sufficiently Shrong
to carry a small basket to Rungpo.

Ofthe ponies, who were to be our mo5t intimate companions, much
might be written here, but it is better that their charaders should be
revealed slowly, juSl as they were revealed to us. Suffice for the present
that Bishop's was a roan named Lucifer, and mine a black named
Gyantse. Of the mules, one may say at once that fears suggested by
previous army experience seemed groundless. They appeared to be
orderly, peaceable creatures, landing placidly without admomshment
or exhortation while our luggage and kit were piled upon them. One was
grey, and highly respe<5lable ; the other was black, and abudmash. The
grey mule, in view of his great age and respeaabiUty, bore the heavier
burden and intended to lead the caravan; the black mule, whose load
was negligible, also intended to lead the caravan. And so, leaving the
arbitration to the beaSls themselves, we set out.

As we had no experience of the sort of thing mules and muleteers
do, and as time was no obje<5l, we decided to keep with our baggage for
that day at any rate, and pranced out uncomfortably in the mules'
wake, where we witnessed that great Struggle which is the epic of Ae
Phari highway—the fight for the leadership. Epic of the countless shifts
4
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and devices concoded by the budmash mule so as to get one box at lea^.

in front of the grey mule; of the parrying and edging, and thruSling

down slopes; of mad headlong career round corners; of joking and
damping; of a slow sparring walk, eye to eye, and a sudden dash for
supremacy: it occurs, is occurring at this moment, in every mule train
that is moving along the way, whether it carries wool or kit, or some

kazi colledling taxes, or an official from Lhasa prospering in the

Goutsa gorge for a site to build a mint. And the budmash mule, in the

cool of the evening, left his respedable leader tired and jaded, and

pirouetted to the front, and danced and ambled at will, feeding on dry

and duSly leaves and bits of Slick, heeding Httle the cautionary*Tchu *
and ' Tsa' jerked at him from the rear by the muleteer. But the grey

mule plodded on, with the heavier load.

The road to Rungpo is good; a cart road following the right bank

of the TeeSta through woods and clearings. We rode at peace, spending
moSl of the time in observing things that were to prove part and parcel

ofthe day's work later. Mypony at once revealed a trait in his character
that could only be cured by the application of a bamboo switch, and,
until ihat switch was cut and applied liberally, progress was consider

ablyslower than it might have been. He also showed a peculiar aversion
to ride by the side ofLucifer, and maintained that aversion to the end
of thejourney. This may have been due to the fad that before he was
'discovered' and trained for racing purposes he had been a pack pony

in Gyantse and broken in for the mule train. He certainly had many
traits ofthe mule in his nature, especially the virtue ofbeing absolutely
reliable in a Stiff climb.
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AN UNFREdUENTED HIGHWAY

We were too early for flowers, but the road was as beautiful as one

could wish, and in parts strangely reminiscent of the Ashdown ForeSl.

Towards evening our caravan was augmented by two kazis on

their ponies and a group of coolie women with baskets. The muleteer,

whether on account of the proximity of our de^ination or the bevy of
ladies behind, burSt into song, or snatches of yodel, greatly to our

satisfaction and his own enjoyment, and gaveJongue until sundown,

when we reached the suspension bridge at Rungpo separating us from
Sikkim. The bridge was closed for repair, but a makeshift had been
rigged up. Here we fell in with a police patrol who collected our
permits for Sikkim—and so we came to Rungpo.

Rungpo consists of a small colledlion of sheds and huts. Before
one of these ^ood an exceedingly smart police corporal, who called
himself to attention, saluted us with great zeSl and pointed the way to

the dak bungalow, some two hundred feet above the village.
This bungalow is certainly the beSt equipped, if not the moSl

piduresque, to be met during the journey. It has a large verandah,
excellent rooms, flowers, table-cloths, and baskets of orchids hanging
from the eaves. Here we found tea and baths awaiting us and sat down

in two long chairs, meditating on the day's march, and watching a
blue miSl slowly creep up and overshadow the gorge of the TeeSla
Stretching before us. We discussed the question ofthat third mule, and
felt that had we been anywhere else than at Rungpo that third mule
would have been the burning topic of the hour.

There was a great peace in the valley, even though the miSt meant
to change to rain and spoil the next march.

TEESTA VALLET

W^h/.y-

' Far below the waters of the Rongni
Chu had decided to become, a river'
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quite pleased and, having removed his Balaclava helmet, ^ood in an

extremely fierce posture before the arti^, while I watched the progress
of the portrait. It was an excellent piece of work; the man could cer

tainly paint, and when he had finished I beckoned to the Gurkha to

look at it. I have rarely seen a man's expression change to rage so in-
^antaneously. He called up a companion, who at once shared his
mortification. Owing to the adion of the Balaclava and the natural

fall of the hair the Gurkha's ticki, that single lock of hair, a parachute-
ring in his flight to heaven, had become flattened, and had escaped

the artist's notice; and so at one fell sweep of the brush a hopeful soul

had been deprived of its means of transport. A brown flreak drawn

perpendicular to the crown placed matters once more on a friendly

footing, but the arti^ had dallied enough with the British Army; he

turned his attention to a French Colonial Officer.

On the whole I was not sorry to see the end of my Gurkha, for he

and his party were more than a handful, especiallyin the train when we

finally left for Germany. The Prussian subaltern in charge allowed

them all to get out at a wayside station, with the result that they

refused to get in again. He then meditated adding to the glamour of his

second-class Iron Cross by falling upon them with the bayonet, so that

it was high time to intervene. I took my Gurkha aside, drew a large
circle and put him in the middle. A few minutes later we were Steaming

out of the Nation.

The men in those coaches were of the same fluff as those who,

nearly twenty-five years ago, drew this great circle in the Himalayas
and placed themselves in the middle, and the solitary Pioneer's grave
10
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seemed a more potent memorial of the work even than the road he had

helped to build.

We pushed on to Shamdong, a re^-house built on the site of an old

camp of the roadmakers, and found a polite kazi in a claret-coloured

frock beaming at us from the road side. He seemed disappointed that

we should ride through his village without going up to the bungalow

for tiffin; but ride through we did, and halted a mile further up, at a

cairn of Stones buiit round a wooden poSt. We loosened our ponies'

girths, tethered them to the poSl, and sat down to cocoa, biscuits and

chocolate.

When we had finished our meal and had looked about us we were

surprised to find that the cairn was really situated on the edge of a

great precipice, and that the young bamboo growth had hedged it in

and given it the appearance of a winding country lane; we were not

able to discover whether the cairn had been ereded as a memorial, or

for some other purpose. Had the bamboos not been there we should

have had an uninterrupted view of the whole of the Rongni Chu Valley

from Singtam.

Some two miles below Shamdong the road divides, and there is a

bridle-path, so called, leading to Gangtok, which saves three miles.

Here we found our host for the coming night awaiting us with fresh

ponies, Kunduling Cock and Aristocrat, Slable-companions of Lucifer

and Gyantse; and up that bridle-path we had our firSl experience of

the Bhutia pony come into his own.

The thrill of the firSl moments of that scramble is indescribable,

for walking and trotting in turns along the cart road from Kalimpong
II
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had not given us a hint of what these ponies are capable of doing. A
scramble up paths built of boulders at impossible angles with impos
sible bends, hoofs clattering, bodies ^aimng forward, all pressing
for the leadership; a jo^le and a scurry; the vigour of the moment
seemed to grip every nerve in one's composition, and at every bound
of the pony one felt endowed with a gift of new energy and new
determination.

In the middle of the hot weather, when the Daijeelingseason is at
its height, the Bhutia ponies assemble from far and near for the races.
Going is keen, and the form of the ponies well known, so that specula
tion is rife and much controversy rages inthe bazaar as to the probable
winners. Form is not the only ^andby, and many a good race has been
upset by the favourites taking the order of proceedings into their own
hands or mouths. Some bolt through the crowd and retire to their
stables before the race is a minute old: others shed their jockeys on the
race-course, leap the light wicker barricade and make for the bazaar
at a gallop.

Both Kunduling Cock and Ari^ocrat had many wins to their
credit and were favourites at the coining meeting, so that they were
held back on this account from going with us into Tibet. On the road,
or when trekking, Kunduling Cock would not tolerate any pony ahead
of him, and Ariflocrat accepted the situation and kept alength behind
him: to do otherwise would have turned the simpleS ride into turmoil:
but on the race-course he was the faSer pony, and went all out to win.
Strangely enough the journey into Tibet had the effea of a tome on
Gyantse, for he carried all before him at the following meeting and
12
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beat his own more illuMous ^able-companions, who had been kept
behind to train for the occasion.

We arrived at Gangtok in time for an early tea, and spent the
evening in discussing the road up which we were to travel, and the sort
of thing to be expefled of the road. Our host had been to Lhasa two
years previously with Sir Charles Bell, and had recently returned from
a shooting expedition in Bhutan, so that his knowledge of what was in
^tore for us was considerable. Skins ofleopard, snow-leopard and bear,
all in the magnificent coat obtainable at such altitudes, showed what
could be made of a journey into the Himalayas when one has time
to linger on the way.

The mules arrived some three hours later, but the sweeper did
not get in until half-past ten, having been regaled upon the way by
Tories of the heights he was to surmount and the great depth of snow
he would be expeded to cut his way through. He had already decided
that 6,000 feet is quite high enough for the aspirations of any Bengali,
however disreputable his ca^e or slender his family ties, and his low
mind, fed by the cunning of the plains, was cogitating some plan
whereby he might escape climbing the formidable barriers that
stretched across his path: also he was very drunk.
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GANGTOK

The unbroken ^etch of the Great Himalaya Range is the natural

frontier of the Tibetans, and sufficiently forbidding for them to wish

toresped its fatnesses. And yet, when the large finger groped forward
from the Tibetan hand, and gently ^roked Chumolaori into the hand's
grasp, like some croupier at a gaming-table, it reached ^11 further,
and found the fertile valley ofChumbi, and settied in the valley. So that
an oblong slice of territory some twenty miles broad and forty miles
long, that should be Sikkim, is now Tibet. Geographically the Chumbi
Valley is in Sikkim, and the bleak table-land of Phari should be the
laiSt outpoSl ofSikkim, that long dreary brown waste which Slretches
towards the Great Range and crosses into Tibet proper at the Tang La,
15,200 feet above sea-level.

The Chumbi valley is the highway for the Tibetans to Western
civilisation byway ofthe marts ofKalimpong. At Chumbi or Yatung,
which is also called Shashima, they meet the river Amo Chu and,
turning half right, travel south-west over the passes Dzalep La or
Nathu La to Sikkim and Kalimpong.

The history of the changes and chances that have led to the en
croachments of the finger and the final dismembering of the Sikkim
14
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corpse is written onthe ^ones ofbroken walls and bleak camps onthe
mountain-side. Here the Chinese had a wall, here the Tibetans pitched

a camp, but as to the reason for the wall or the camp one need give
little heed: inconsequent deeds are in keeping with the scenery that
^aged them, and it matters not if the Chinese or Tibetans held the
keep.

Gangtok, at the head ofthe Rongni valley on the road to Tibet
by the Nathu La, is the capital ofthe State ofSikkim and contains all
that makes up a capital: the palace of the Maharajah, a monastery,
a hospital and a jzdl. Far away to the south-west one can just dis^-
guish Darjeeling; to the north-east is the range ofhills, some 12,000 feet
high, which threaten the path to the Donkhia Range and Tibet. They
still have snow on them in early April, and, with the evening mi^
hanging over them or the black cloud that spells an early morning fall
of snow, are^grim enough. To the north-west, her great crest towering
above intervening hills, lies Kinchenjunga, white and clear in the
brilliant morning sun.

The fir^ sight of snows and a real mountain is unforgettable.
Often one has seen some great pile of tumbling white clouds and
thought of it as a great mountain, but the real mountain has nothing
of the cloud-dream about it. It is clear cut, sharp, grey, immensely old
and immensely material, with a Sfa-ange sense of cruelty that spells
Mother Earth. Even when the foot of the range is covered in rolling
snow-white cloud through which a few peaks thruSl their heads, there
is the same Strange feeling ofreality, ofthe triumph ofthe domain of
men, ofsome hard material vidory snatched from the world ofspirit.

15
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Om mane padme hum (Hail to the jewel and the lotus)—a strange cry
for pity, for consolation to those who can Strive against and conquer
the demons, a pathetic cry, a willful cry wrung from those who have
no vision ofthe jewel or ofthe lotus, only ofrelentless cold, hail, wind,
rain, snow, barrenness—a great conspiracy of'bogies hatched in this
glorious expanse ofbeauty. Ow, mane padrne hum—but they gaze into the
face of the Medusa.

So when your crops are eaten up by the hail, you climb the hill to
the monastery and give gifts ofkind and money to the good lamas, and
the large fog-horn is produced from the recesses ofthe temple, and a
hideous din is made with it, hurled across valleys, echoing through
the mountains: and, if the hail Slops, your climb and money have had
a good return: and ifthe hail continues, then surely your enemies have
given more money, richer gifts to another monaSlery, and the demons
are driven your way by a bolder clatter: and so you climb the hill
once more, with more money and richer gifts, and the horn re-echoes
down the valley once more and up through the hills, and one day the
hail will Slop: Om mane padme hum.

A picturesque place is Gangtok, perched on its hill at the head
of the Rongni valley, and the jewel in its crown is the Residency, with
its roses, orchids and dovecot: polished oak floors, pictures, books:
great fireplaces, an English country house hidden away in the hills
of India.

The Sikkimese are a happy lot, in spite of the bogies and the ele
ments. Marriage is a thing that does not bother them much. Awoman
may have a couple of husbands if she likes or more, and nobody
22
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' Life is onegreat conflict against mountains that
brook no crossing, earth that gives no food.' «)
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We ^ayed for one day only at Gangtok, and left it on the following

morning for the march proper to Phari Dzong. Our host had made a

careful bundabast for the mules. Four altogether were necessary, with

a muleteer in charge: two for our baggage, one for fodder, and one for

servants' baggage and general impedimenta. They were to accompany us

to Phari Dzong and return with us to Kalimpong Road Station. A sum

inclusive of all expenses—mules, muleteer, fodder, food and tabling—
was fixed with the kazi: a deposit was paid: and we congratulated our
selves on having made such a bundabast as would relieve us from all
transport worries during the expedition—^these were our salad days,
when hope beat high !

A jingle of bells during the latter Stages of breakfa^ advised us
that the mules had arrived. There were six of them, for that is the

cuilom of the country, to bring more than the number ^ipulated and
to allow the contrading parties, after endless argument, to settle
between them which seem the lea^t unfit. A long rope with a ^ake at
each end was stretched on the ground: the ^akes were driven in and
each mule was hobbled to the rope by the right fore-leg. The mule at
the end of the row was as miserable a specimen as one could hope to
see: small, thin, knock-kneed, heavily ribbed: ajaded eye and a mouth
made for yawning. I at once demanded that he should be thrown out.
The muleteer was flabberga^ed: 'Bahut accha wallah hai^ Sahib' ('A very
fine fellow, Sir'), and he hurSt into a torrent of Sikkimese. When trans
lated his arguments were certainly potent. He said that that mule ate
less corn, less grass and did more work than any other mule in Sikkim.
and he backed his opinion by giving it the heaviest load. He was
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certainly juSlified. If ever bea^ aspired rightly to that term of 'accha
wallah' it was that mule. It carried the heaviest load daily without

complaint: it always looked on the point of death: it always nearly
died a mile before our declination: it juSl did not expire on reaching
its ^able. It walked slowly and painfully in the rear of the caravan:
it turned neither to the right nor the left: it showed no sign of life nor
interefil in life: it made no complaint and lifted not its voice: and it ate
less corn than one can cram into a decent-sized cigarette tin.

The leader was an old hand, a brown mule with one large bell:

the second mule had a great §king of bells, and provided the music
on the way; the third mule was insignificant and had no bell: nor had
the miserable specimen: perhaps he would have tolled his own knell
on it.

All was in readiness except the servants' baggage, and the leading
mule was ^ill without a load: since it was to bear the responsibilities

ofthe journey it was kept as light as possible. The servants bundles lay
on the ground, an easy load for this sage and active bea^, once they
had been tied into a compad bale. The muleteer tried to tie them, but
the thong—a long Strip oftough bark—snapped as soon as it was drawn
round. This ob^acle overcome, the muleteer tried to lift the bundle,
but failed: then the mali, attracted from his orchids by the violence of
the discussion, tried to lift it and failed—and they both decided that it
contained iron. This intrigued the mules immensely, especially the

miserable specimen, who looked at it lovingly, wondering why it
could not be substituted for or added to the ton or so already piled on
its back. At laSl the muleteer and the mali and the two syces put their
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All these things are firSl experienced on the way to Karponang,

and the preliminary terrors overcome during that Wretch of road

which lies between the eighth and ninth mile^ones. Here the khud is

very typical: the mountain side bare and ^ony, the valley some

thousand feet below, the path Strewn with boulders and loose

earth.

I was riding some two hundred yards behind my companion. The

road was Sleep, and I had long given up any attempt to keep Gyantse

in the middle of the path. We had been climbing for the laSl hour at

an even walk. The Steady movements of the pony, the rhythmic clatter

of his hoofs and the quiet calm of our surroundings had produced a

kind of lethargy in me; my thoughts were very far away. Suddenly

there was a ruSUe in front of us, a boulder with loose earth crashed on

to the path a few yards ahead, Gyantse was on his knees and I was

rolling over on the path: fortunately I had come off on the side opposite

the khud^ otherwise these words would not have been written.

It took me some time to recall my wits, and I felt very shaken when

I picked myselfup; I sat down on a boulder for a minute or two, waiting

for my breath to come again, for the suddenness of my fall had left me

sick and dizzy. Gyantse was unhurt, but frightened.

Landslides seem to be the one thing that these ponies are really

afraid of, and the toll claimed in horses, mules and men in a year on

this account muSl be heavy. I led the unwilling Gyantse paSl the cause
of our accident, mounted again and was glad to get clear of that Slretch
of road. I learnt from that incident to gather my wool in more suitable

places.
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The slight drizzle which habitually comeson in the early afternoon,

when the clouds that have gathered in the valleys have had time to

climb to the tops of the hills, now Started. In a driving miSt we pushed

on to the reSt-house, a wooden building perched on the hillside amid

a cluster of wooden outhouses, and reached it at three o'clock.

We soon got a large log-fire going, Stabled our ponies and waited
for the mules. As we waited we looked over the Visitor's Book and were

much amused to read the complaint of a certain Russian Princess, who

had made the tour of the Passes in 1921 with a companion. She com

plained of draughts, a lack of curtains and general niceties of civilisa

tion. These complaints were far from our own thoughts, which tended
to the singing ofpaeans to him who Strewed dak bungalows in the path
of travellers, or to primitive man, who discovered the comfort afforded

by great logs burning in a great hearth. Curiously enough these ladies

had already crossed Bishop's path in Mesopotamia and Persia, where
they had travelled considerably during the latter months of the War.
The foreign lands bordering the remote confines of the British Empire
seem to have an irresistible attraction for them.

The mules arrived about an hour later, and the jingle of their

bells aroused us from our lethargy. We went to the door and found that

the clouds had lifted Still further, and everything was clear.

The Karponang bungalow lies at the head of the gorge of the
Rongni Ghu, It is a little below the snow line. The pine-clad hills and

great overhanging boulders were a feaSt of colours: greens, blues and
dark purples. Overhead a turquoise sky: to the north the great mass
of cloud rolling upwards towards the summit of the Himalayas.
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Their bells jingled and filled the whole valley, before so silent, with a

faint murmur, and the mules as they scrambled down the path to the
bridge, appeared and disappeared like flashes oflightin the gaps among
the trees.

They Were led by two Stalwart Tibetan peasants, with hideous,

swollen faces; their eyes covered by giant spedacles, their great tongues
lolling out in the amenities of an early morning salaam. The mules

clashed and Stuck with our own at the bridge, and there was much
rushing and shooing before our mules were packed side by side in a
neat line with their noses over the khud. The train went by individually
with mad rushes and scampers, jostling our mules with their packs of
wool, driven forward in a frenzy by the yells of the muleteers. It was

a confused and disturbed scene, and I marvelled why half of them did

not go over into the valley. In their rear rode the kazi, an old and

gnarled Tibetan on a shaggy pony. Both master and beaSt were dressed

in gay trappings, and looked extremely business-like, especially the

former, in spite of the benevolent aspeA imparted to him by his long

white hair. For he carried a long-barrelled flint-lock, a weapon

spelling danger to its possessor, and met our greetings with a ferocious

glare.

The road up from the bridge was bad and continued to be bad

until we came to the place where it rejoins the upper road. This

marked the end of the buttress which had been visible from Karponang,

and we turned into the Changu valley after a laSt look at the Rongni

Chu.

Vegetation had now ceased; a few blasted pines and withered
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rhododendron twigs, that could have known no leaves and precious

little sap, were all the signs of life visible. The road was good and the

valley continued Straight and open as far as the sixteenth mile from

Gangtok, where it branches into two. At this point are the remains of

a camp of the 1904 expedition, a small plateau of about an acre of

withered grass, close cropped, and brown mud; well sheltered from

the north by a bend in the valley.

A ghuddi or tea-house Stands at the jundion of the roads, and the

road itself merges into the valley. For the Rongni Chu here is a trickle

of water, and the valley into which we had turned had been climbing

Steadily until it had reached the level of the road. Henceforth the

valley and the road were one, and the sides of the valley, covered with

snow and blaSted tree-Stumps, were only one thousand feet high, of
which about three hundred were visible. The breadth of the valley
from hill to hill could not have been more than four hundred yards,
and very Straight and desolate it seemed.

From the edge of the camp, where we sat and munched chocolate,

we could look back down the valley along the sides of which our road

had wound; on the trickle of water that tumbled down to help swell

the serpent that we had seen from Karponang. A blue miSt was rising

in the far distance, the herald of the afternoon cloud, and emerging

from the miSt we could see an insignificant cone-shaped hill with a
square white speck on it: this was Gangtok.

The valley was warm though desolate. Under the large boulders
were cluSters of primulas and a small yellow flower resembling a
dandelion. Snow became more frequent, and took the form of drifts
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protests. At one point in the way we came to a most hazardous turn,

where the road was nearly perpendicular and afforded no foothold for

the ponies, and httle attradion for the mules. They seemed to slip back

two feet for every foot they climbed, so that our position was pre
carious: we could only grip hard, keep quiet, and not be too anxious

about the 500 feet or so of sheer drop beneath. It was a moment for a
brisk and thoughtless scramble, but the leading rnule cleared the fiteep
and Slood ^11 ! Nothing would move him. He refused to budge until

he had regained his breath and enjoyed the piduresque nature of his

surroundings. And we were left clinging to the ice at an angle of eighty
degrees, like drunkenflies withelastic legs; hoofs slithering and slipping;
ponies showing a tendency to lose their heads; the three mules in front

inclined to faint and fall back load and all upon the top of us. It was
a moment of varying emotions. The muleteer had experience of such

moments, and Parted to fling snowballs right and left. He seemed to be

glued to the mountain side, to be breaking shop-windows from the
cover of the village pillar-box, and he got the mule on the back of the

neck with such effect that the bea§l actually moved. A scramble and
a boimd forward by all ofus: for a moment we thought we were clear.
But the miserable specimen of mule, who had regarded the last pro-,
ceedings as a favourable opportunity for giving up the ghoSl thrown
away, was not to be outdone by his leader; he Slopped in his turn to

recover, not his breath but his life, and no snowball could shift that

gallant frame. We were left in a worse predicament, for the snow Had
been turned into glass by the slipping and backsliding of those who
had been held upin front ofus previously. It seemed as ifnothing could
40
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save us from being carried away. Then the ponies made a sudden leap
upwards and carried mule and all forward to safety; but we were well

pleased to clear that hazardous turn.

Once we were clear, I dismounted and Stumbledforward gaily over

what I took to be the Pass. But another range awaited us beyond, and it

was fifteen minutes before we Stood by the cairn of Stones that marked

the Nathu La.

Round the cairn Stood a few Strips of bamboo with prayer flags
tied to them, and a yak's tail fluttered from the cairn itself, although
it was not the yak's tail that engaged our attention.

Behindus was nothing but miSt; clouds had obscured the gorge up
which we had climbed. Before us, as far as the eye could see, Stretched

Tibet, cloudless, gleaming in the midday sun. Range upon range,
furrow upon furrow, Stretched the brown barren hills, picked out in

chocolate and black, clear-cut and diStindt each from each, the sun

gilding the creSts and throwing them forward in relief from their

fellows behind, like furrows in a giant's field, or neat and orderly
plasterhills on a reliefmap. Behind them, thrusting a mighty spire ten
thousand feet into the cloudless sky, snow-clad, ineffable, Chumolaori,
divine mother of mountains. One pure white spire towering above
those furrows of chocolate and black, rich chocolate, rich black,
and the whiteness of snow. Above all a cloudless sky, not blue but
turquoise, a vista of mighty jewellery, glittering beneath an EaStern

sun.

The wind swept cold and pure, cut againSt our faces, whiStled in
our ears, filled our eyes with tears, but all unheeded as we gazed at
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path overhung the valley and was free from snow: at the inside the

loops brushed again^ sheer precipice, and the path was made up of
pine logs thrown across horizontally, and built into the side of the

mountain, covered with a thin layer of ice. The ponies were once more
in their native country and knew it. They Stepped out with great
vigour, trotted round the outside loops and picked their way cleverly
over the slippery logs; the air gradually filled with the scent of pine,

and became warmer; we rode on in great spirits.

After some three miles we came to a clearing. The ponies broke
into a canter, a sure sign that our declination was near at hand, and

soon we saw a hut with chickens scratching, in the muck-heap before

it. A small hole had been cut into the side of it to serve as a window,

and through the window was thru^ the dirty face of a Tibetan woman.
She yelled something to us, and pointed down the valley. We waved
a welcome, cantered on and rounded the bend, where we saw, perched

on a small hill to our left, the re§t-house of Champithang.

It was built in the Style of a Swiss chalet, of wood, with a long

verandah and a small clearing in front shielded from the valley below
by a wooden railing. We loosened our ponies' girths, tied them to the
railing, and went into the bungalow.

The rooms were bare but large, with great fireplaces. A sniff on
the verandah heralded the arrival of an extremely small boy with red
and fat cheeks, Staggering under the load of some great logs of wood.
He threw them into the fireplace, announced with solemnity that he
was the chowkidar, and ran for the fire. This he brought in a large shovel,
and placed in the fireplace, for in Tibet the fire burns night and day
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all the year; then, going on his knees, in the intervals of his sniffs he

blew the embers into ilame, and soon had a large fire going. In spite
of the fact that none of the smoke went up the chimney, but dashed
back againSt our faces in a thick swirling cloud, the fire gave the place
a decided air of warmth and comfort.

The boy himself was an interesting little creature. His father had
died some twelve years previously and his mother, who was officially
in charge, was an invalid, so that for some years he had been ading
as chowkidar, and drawing the pay befitting that office, his only aid and
abettor beinga smalldog with a curly tail. He was dressed in an English

coat and breeches and a Balaclava helmet, with long Tibetan boots of

red and blue wool and a thick muffler—for the moSt part garments

that were relics of some old expedition. He looked after us well for all

his sniffing, and, judging from the prices he tried to extort from us for

fuel and oil, had a keen and practical mind for business. His oil, how

ever, was bad and the lamps smoked abominably.

We had not to wait long for the servants, and opened a cake to
celebrate the occasion, enjoying our tea as it has rarely been enjoyed
before. We dipped into the three novels that comprised the bungalow
library, and when these pathetic exiles had yielded their poor secrets,
turned our thoughts and speculations to the new civilisation that was

to be unfolded to us, or the old civilisation that was to be recalled, in
the Ghumbi Valley. The night drew on, dismally cold, heralded by
the usual miSl, which had swept over the Pass in our wake and had
nearly caught us up before we reached Champithang. We transferred
our fire from room to room, but all the chimneys smoked, so that we
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decided on the two inside rooms nearest the hillside as being more
sheltered, and there we slept.

A hot bath in front of the fire before turning in made sleep a
comfortable proposition, nor did the discovery that my British warm
coat had been left behind at Changu tempt me to return for it.

V

THE GHUMBI VALLEY

We woke to a brilliant sun and cloudless sky, and found to our delight

that the bungalow of Champithang had been pitched among scenery

even more beautiful than we had anticipated. From the bend of the

valley we could see the ravine ^retching up to the Nathu, with the

pass clear cut and gleaming in the sun; strangely inaccessible it seemed,
in fa<5l our climb ofyesterday appeared like a fantasy, a dream that had

heralded this Swiss morning.

On the other side of the valley, which was about a mile across,

towered the snow-clad buttress separating the approach to the Nathu
from that to the Dzalep; great pine trees covered the lower slopes and

filled the morning air with their scent. Far down in the opposite direc

tion lay the Chumbi Valley and the road to Chumolaori.

My fir^l care was for my British Warm, and I left a note to be

handed to the next Tibetan wool train that might pass, so that the coat

could be colIe<5led at Changu and taken through to the Doctor Sahib

at Gangtok; all of which was done in this land of honest men, and the

coat is with me now: but I was to feel the want of it badly later on.

We set off at eight o'clock on our ride to Yatung. The air was

warm, all sense of bleakness had vanished, and one felt a great sense of
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A short scramble down the hillside brought us to the Monastery.
It was a large two-Sloreyed building, built of Stone with red wooden
roo6, surrounded by a thick belt of pine, looking very much like a
large house of playing cards which nobody had had the indecency to
blow down. We found but few lamas present: one who had once been
a leper; another with the thickeSi; and moSl heavily populated head of
hair I have yet seen; and two small boys. They were dressed in long
thick niSly-red robes of wool, and were all beams and smiles; at their
invitation we passed through a gaily decorated archway into the
courtyard.

The leper ran on in front and spun joyfully the large wooden
spools with prayers painted upon them, which had been set in racks

on each side of the gateway: but neither god nor man came out to
welcome us.

The courtyard was empty, although the monastery was alleged
to house 'nine times ten lamas,* for so the man with the hair expressed
himself in his medley scraps ofHindustani. In the middle was a large
Stack ofwood fuel, and into the north side cloiSters had been built,
decorated inred, yellow and blue, with scenes from the life ofBuddha,
and adorned with many fiends and ferocious beaSb. Here the lamas are
in the habit of sitting down in meditation, airing themselves in the
sun—as well they might.

The lama with the hair showed the greatest intereSt in my camera,
and insisted on looking through the sights as I took a snapshot ofthe
courtyard. As a result his mop of hair not only brushed but reSted
againSt my cheek and neck for the beSt part ofa minute—a diSlindly
30
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unsavoury favour, nor did my imagination spare me as to the results
of the caress.

The moSt intereSUng of the four was the smaller of the two boys:

an urchin of eight years. In addition to his red cassock he had a peaked
elf's cap of the same colour, and red and blue long woollen boots,

while in a sack on his back he carried a skin containing holy water.
As he was about to go down to Chumbi to visit his mother he offered

to guide us into the village, and set off down the hill holding Bishop's
hand. He answered Bishop's Hindustani,-of which he understood

nothing, with smiles and queer little Tibetan monosyllables, bounding

and dancing along the path at a great pace, dragging Bishop down the

hill in his wake. His elPs cap seemed to worry him, and after a while he

took it off and laid it flat on the top of his head, and so balanced it.

The road swept round the hill in a wide detour, passing by great

rocks and waterfalls, only lacking heather to be part of the WeStern

Highlands of Scotland;, the sun-warmed haze was full of the hum of

insed life, bringing to us both a general feeling of return to humanity.
We were now close to the village, and, at a bend in the road, we saw

our firSl yak, feeding by the wayside. Soon we came to a short cut, and

Puck, as we had named him, pointed it out as the fitting and proper

way to approach Chumbi. He then proceeded to go down it—to us it

was a scramble, almost a climb—^in what must be the orthodox way
of taking short cuts to the good people of Shashima. He placed his

hands rigidly by his sides, and by the simple process of Stepping out

into the air and allowing himself to fall until one of his feet lightly
brushed the ground, when he at once thruSt forward the other foot,
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descended in a series of bounds at an afilounding pace. Having reached

the bottom of some harrowing sedlor he would look back at the sahiblog

in amazement, mingled with contempt, at their inability to imitate

him. And so he proceeded, bounding forward in front of us like a

will-o'-the-wisp, and gazing up reproachfully at our clumsy efforts to

keep up with him; at la^ his patience gave way and, without even a

wave of the hand, he broke into a trot which so exceeded anything we

could accomplish that he was speedily loSl to sight.

And so we came to Chumbi: a neat little village, with a very fine

chorUn at its approach upon which a gilded spire gleamed in the sun:

we sat watching it from a mound above the village, until the syces

arrived with the ponies.

The three villages in the Chumbi Valley are neat and clean to look
at, and consist of large wooden houses, with wooden roofs in the form

of planks, evenly cut, laid across the house and kept from blowing off
by large ^ones. Between each village the land is cultivated, chiefly
with barley, though the crops are meagre and of poor quality. The
fields are small, and divided up by short Slone walls, very much in the
manner of Maltese cultivation. The Streets in the village are narrow

and winding, made up of great cobbles, with many twists and curves,
ju5l as if the houses had been built firSl and the paths to them had
later become Streets.

Two very fine large wooden houses facing each other, with a

quaint gabled house forming the far side of the square, make the
market-place at Chumbi; a yak train had juSt arrived, and the bales
were lying on the ground in readiness to be despatched to India. The
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yak do not go further than Chumbi: thence onwards the wool is earned
by mules over the passes to the Kalimpong bazaar; for the yak could
not Stand the heat of the Sikkimese valleys, and even the Tibetans
themselves complain of the heat in Kalimpong and occasionally suffer
from heat Stroke.

This yak is a curious creature, a beaSt with long woolly nair,
matted and thick as fleece: giant sheep and Highland cattle rolled into
one. It is universal provider to the Tibetans, giving them its flesh for
meat, its milk for butter, its hair for clothes, its tail for a whip, its dung
for fuel and its own self for beaSt of burden and draught. It can go for
long periods without food, and is at its happieSt when snowed up, for
in its natural State it lives in herds above the snow Hne; a hardy beaSt,
well adapted to the barren bleakness of its haunts.

We rode through the winding Streets, up over abridge, and Stopped
at asmall ghuddi—a house where one can get tea—by the wayside. The
hoSt was a cheery man with a smattering of HinduStam, doubtless a
legacy from the Mount EvereSt Expedition. We were rather afraid ofhis
tea, having heard much beforehand of this delicacy, which is anauseat
ing draught, food and drink in one, oily greasy food such as the cold
man loves: yak butter and tea boiled up together, with a lump of
mutton fat to float on the top if one is considered ofsufficient import
ance to merit such a luxury. After a long canter on a cold day upon the
table-land this tea becomes very refreshing if one has been long
enough in the country to overcome its initial naStiness: we were never
able to contemplate it with anything but horror, although Bishop was
made to swallow several dishes of it before we returned to India.
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